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APPENDIX A

Settlement Policy Boundary Review 

Draft Methodology

1. Introduction

1.1 East Hampshire’s current Settlement Policy Boundaries were established 
during the production of the East Hampshire District Local Plan: Second 
Review (2006). Although some amendments were made to settlement 
boundaries as part of the East Hampshire District Local Plan: Joint Core 
Strategy (LPP1 / JCS) and the East Hampshire District Local Plan: Housing 
and Employment Allocations (LPP2 / Site Allocations Plan), a full boundary 
review is required.

1.2 The role of the Settlement Policy Boundary (SPB) is to define the built limits of 
a settlement and differentiate between what is considered the built form of a 
settlement where the principle of development is usually acceptable and the 
countryside where development is strictly controlled. This differential is 
essential in the application of the Joint Core Strategy (JCS) spatial strategy 
and particularly Policy CP19: Development in the Countryside. The settlement 
boundaries usually define what is considered countryside and therefore define 
that this policy would apply to sites standing outside the settlement boundary.

1.3 Settlement boundaries guide development to sustainable locations demarking 
a concentration of existing residential and employment premises and services 
and facilities. In addition they provide clarity and certainty for developers and 
the general public by highlighting the areas which will be more acceptable 
than others for additional built development.

1.4 It must be noted that the settlement boundary is a planning designation only 
and has no other administrative relevance. Settlement boundaries do not 
necessarily reflect land ownership boundaries, parish boundaries or the exact 
curtilages of dwellings.

1.5 Whilst it is considered that the principle of built development within the 
settlement boundary is usually acceptable, this does not automatically grant 
planning permission to such a proposal or mean the Local Planning Authority 
will grant planning permission. All proposals, whether within, adjacent or 
outside of the settlement boundary must conform to relevant policies in the 
Local Plan (2011-2028), particularly the Joint Core Strategy, Housing and 
Employment Allocations, ‘Made’ Neighbourhood Plans, as well as the 
emerging, Development Management and Other Allocations policies.

1.6 A major difference with many local planning authorities conducting boundary 
reviews is East Hampshire District Council does not rely on a need to fully 
review boundaries to meet housing targets. The Objectively Assessed 
Housing Needs (OAHN) of the District have been met through existing 
commitments, the Strategic Allocation at Whitehill & Bordon (identified in the 
JCS), and the housing allocations established in the Site Allocations Plan.  
Some authorities have used the boundary review to release smaller 
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development sites, rather than allocating and to provide a degree of flexibility 
within the housing land supply. However, the main aims for reviewing 
settlement boundaries in East Hampshire are:

 To ensure that settlement boundaries are logical and easy to identify on 
the ground; and 

 To identify what parts of the settlement should and should not be included 
within a settlement boundary. 

1.7 Any changes that occur to settlement boundaries as a result of the settlement 
boundary review will be formalised through a statutory process involving 
public consultation and then examination by an independent inspector before 
being adopted by the District Council in the Development Management and 
Other Allocations Plan (LPP3) or the relevant neighbourhood plan. 

1.8 This paper provides the background and justification for the review of the 
settlement boundaries through LPP3. It includes a list of matters that have 
been considered when determining if and how an existing settlement 
boundary should be changed. It also includes maps and tables for East 
Hampshire District (outside the SDNP), illustrating the proposed changes and 
explaining the reasons for them. Settlement boundaries within the National 
Park are being considered separately by the South Downs National Park 
Authority (SDNPA) as part of their emerging Local Plan.

Where are the settlement policy boundaries in East Hampshire?

1.9 The following towns and villages in East Hampshire (outside the SDNP) have 
settlement policy boundaries:

Settlement Position in Hierarchy
Alton Level 1 - Market Town
Whitehill & Bordon Level 1 - Town (regeneration 

area)
Horndean, Liphook Level 2 - Large Local Service 

Centre
Clanfield, Four Marks/South Medstead, 
Grayshott, Rowlands Castle

Level 3 - Small Local Service 
Centre

Arford, Beech, Bentley, Bentley Station, 
Bentworth, Bramshott, catherington, 
Griggs Green, Headley, Headley Down, 
Holt Pound, Holybourne, Kingsley, 
Lindford, Lovedean,  Medstead, Passfield 
Common, Ropley, Ropley Dean, Upper 
Froyle

Level 4 - Other Settlements with 
a settlement policy boundary

What is the purpose of settlement policy boundaries? 
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1.10 In planning terms settlement boundaries are a policy tool used to indicate on a 
map where particular policies in the local plan, that permit development within 
settlements or restrict development outside settlements, apply. As such, they 
prevent unplanned expansion.

1.11 A settlement boundary can serve a number of purposes. These include: 

 creating an edge to existing development thereby encouraging 
consolidation

 helping to separate communities and therefore retain their individual 
identities 

 defining the logical boundary between areas with different features and 
purposes, e.g. between areas with  environmental or landscape 
designations and those suitable for development.

1.12 There are a number of advantages of settlement boundaries:

 Ensure development is directed to more sustainable locations, both in 
terms of accessibility to and support of existing services and transport, 
and in terms of landscape. 

 Protect the countryside from encroachment of land uses more 
characteristic of built up areas, conserve and enhance cultural heritage 
and natural beauty.

 Provide an easy to understand tool that gives certainty for landowners, 
developers and community over where development is likely to be 
acceptable and where it is not.

 Direct development to specific parts of the district and this can help 
increase the viability of local services, as well as encourage new ones 
to establish.

 Ensure a plan-led and more controlled approach to future 
development, providing a firm basis for protecting the countryside from 
unnecessary encroachment.

 Allow a presumption in favour of development of sites that are too 
small to be identified as formal allocations in a local plan.

 It is often easier to obtain planning permission for domestic 
outbuildings within a settlement boundary than outside, where they are 
more strictly controlled.

 Provide a guide for appropriate locations for rural exception sites to 
provide affordable housing for local needs (in locations adjoining and 
outside of the settlement policy boundary)

1.13 Disadvantages of settlement boundaries:

 By restricting development, settlement boundaries artificially increase 
land values within the settlement compared with land outside, as the 
likelihood of successfully gaining planning permission differs.

 Artificially increase land values on land adjoining the settlement 
boundary due to future ‘hope value’, with landowners seeking the 
possibility of the boundary being realigned at some point in the future 
to accommodate future growth of the settlement. This can mean fewer 
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rural exception sites (affordable housing sites) coming forward, as the 
landowner may wish to take a longer term view.

 The general presumption that development within settlement 
boundaries is acceptable can result in pressure for the development of 
unsuitable land. This can result in pressure for the development of 
valued open spaces within settlement boundaries but where 
development may not be appropriate. Although, this can be overcome 
through ensuring that any open space valued by the community is 
protected through formal designation in a local plan.

 The use of settlement boundaries can lead to the perception that they 
result in denser development in already well-developed settlements 
e.g. within the gardens of houses. This can result in a perceived 
detrimental effect to the character of the settlement. 

 One consequence of not having a settlement boundary in a rural village 
is that new housing would be restricted to rural exception sites. This 
would be undesirable for villages that would like to see more housing 
for sale in the open market

 Settlement boundaries can be crude and inflexible. For small rural 
communities with a character of dispersed development, it can be 
difficult to draw a logical boundary around the village

Why does East Hampshire need to review settlement boundaries?

1.14 As with any many planning policies, the preparation of a new Local Plan offers 
the opportunity for review and updates. Settlement boundaries have not been 
fully reviewed since the adoption of the Local Plan: Second Review in 2006, 
with the exception of amendments in 2014, as part of the JCS related to the 
strategic allocation at Whitehill & Bordon, and in 2016, as part of LPP2 
incorporating site allocations. Since 2006, development has taken place 
outside of the settlement policy boundary and features on the ground may 
have also changed over time. This has been due to a variety of reasons, such 
as permitted development, meeting housing needs, or losing of appeals.

1.15 Reviewing settlement policy boundaries provides an up-to-date policy in a 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) compliant Development Plan 
Document, and thus lessons analysis of the policy in terms of whether it is 
considered up to date at appeals, and allows the determining authority to give 
greater weight to the policy. As such, adopting a new settlement policy 
boundary will help to protect countryside land outside of the settlement policy 
boundary area (although this is very much combined with the importance of 
ensuring a five year supply of deliverable housing land).  

1.16 Unlike other authorities, boundaries do not need to be reviewed in East Hants 
to release land for further housing development. The Inspector (2016) into the 
Site Allocation Plan (LPP2) stated that “it is not necessary to make further 
allocation to meet the JCS requirements and any anomalies in the settlement 
boundary, if they exist, can be considered as part of the work leading to the 
forthcoming production of the Council’s development management DPD” 
(Para. 76). 
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1.17 The Inspector (2016) concluded that additional allocations are not needed to 
be made in the interests of flexibility as there is enough confidence that the 
identified sites will deliver homes in accordance with the JCS (Para 42). 

1.18 The evidence given by the Council to the LPP2 Examination demonstrates 
that the key large sites are likely to deliver the anticipated numbers of homes 
within the first five years. Therefore, at the time of adoption, there is no need 
to make additional land available in LPP3 for extra market housing to provide 
additional flexibility in case of slippage. Monitoring of delivery will enable the 
Council to take any action necessary should delivery start to fall below that 
anticipated. As of 1st April 2016 East Hampshire District Council (outside the 
SDNP) could demonstrate 7.31 years supply and a surplus of 1,338 dwellings.

1.19 In light of the above, East Hampshire needs to review its settlement policy 
boundaries to remain consistent with wording in the JCS, which states that 
policy boundaries for each settlement will be defined through the Local Plan: 
Allocations and SDNP Local Plan taking into account sites allocated to meet 
community’s development needs.

Who can review settlement boundaries?

1.20 This background paper provides the criteria for assessing where the 
settlement boundary should lie. The criteria will be used by Council officers 
when they undertake individual settlement assessments. The Council advises 
that if any town or parish councils wish to produce a neighbourhood plan and 
utilise the assessment criteria for reviewing settlement boundaries to contact 
the Council for advice on undertaking such assessments. 

Structure of document

1.21 The methodology set out in this document will be used to identify settlement 
policy boundaries for all the towns and villages (outside the SDNP) identified 
in the settlement hierarchy within Policy CP2 of the JCS, unless an SPB 
review is being conducted through the neighbourhood planning process for a 
specific settlement. The associated appendices list all the proposed changes 
to settlement policy boundaries along with a justified reason for the change 
and associated maps.

1.22 Unlike the Local Plan: Second Review, this methodology does not determine 
whether a settlement will have a boundary. This is due to the fact the JCS will 
continue to be the Spatial Strategy for East Hampshire during the Plan Period 
(2011-2028) and already identifies in Policy CP2 which settlements have a 
settlement policy boundary. This methodology applies to the detailed 
decisions regarding where that settlement boundary is drawn. 
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2. Background

National Planning Policy Context

2.1 National policy remains largely silent on any specific requirement for 
settlement boundaries. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and 
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) do identify the need for certain specific 
policy boundaries, with town centres for retail-planning purposes and Green 
Belt being the main areas that feature. However, there is no set guidance 
within the NPPF or PPG on how to review settlement policy boundaries.

2.2 The NPPF does provide guidance around the approach to development within 
rural areas. The NPPF states that “to promote sustainable development in 
rural areas, housing should be located where it will enhance or maintain the 
vitality of rural communities….Local Planning Authorities should avoid new 
isolated homes in the countryside” (Para. 55)

2.3 It therefore falls to local planning authorities (LPAs) to consider what is 
appropriate in terms of development within various settlements and the 
resultant need for specific boundaries around settlements.

East Hampshire Context

2.4 The East Hampshire District Local Plan is comprised of a suite of 
development plan documents, which set an overall strategy for new 
development in the district and provide policies which are taken into account 
when determining planning applications. 

2.5 Local Plan Part 1: Joint Core Strategy was adopted in May 2014, followed by 
Part 2: Housing and Employment Allocations in April 2016. Following positive 
referendum results, East Hampshire District Council has made 
Neighbourhood Plans for Alton, Bentley, Four Marks and Medstead part of the 
Development Plan at a Council meeting in May 2016. 

2.6 Local Plan Part 3: Development Management and Other Allocations is 
emerging and will replace the remaining saved policies within the Local Plan: 
Second Review (2006). Although some changes have been made to 
Settlement Policy Boundaries through LPP1 and LPP2; it is LPP3 that will 
include a full comprehensive review. The timescales for preparation of LPP3 
are set out in the Local Development Scheme (LDS, 2016), with adoption 
anticipated in 2019.

Joint Core Strategy

2.7 The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) is the long term strategic plan for development 
within East Hampshire District, and includes a spatial vision, objectives and 
the key policies needed to achieve sustainable development in East 
Hampshire to 2028. It identifies the amount of development, broad locations 
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for change, growth and protection, including a strategic allocation site at 
Whitehill & Bordon.

2.8 The Spatial Strategy is fundamental to the successful delivery of that vision. 
Policy CP2: Spatial Strategy identifies the settlement hierarchy that applies 
across the District. The supporting text to the policy identifies five separate 
levels with the first four levels of settlements having SPBs. Level 5 are 
settlements deemed rural villages which are considered as being in the 
countryside with limited access to facilities and workplaces and new 
development limited to that which is appropriate to rural areas (Policy CP6). 
The settlement hierarchy built on the work conducted for the Local Plan: 
Second Review and a detailed background document assessed which 
settlements were the most sustainable and could therefore potentially support 
additional growth.

2.9 Regarding SPBs, Policy CP2 goes further to acknowledge new development 
will make the best use of previously developed land and buildings within 
existing built-up areas. Policy CP10 also endorses that housing should be 
accommodated through development and redevelopment opportunities within 
existing settlement boundaries in the first instance. 

2.10 Development will not normally be permitted outside of settlement boundaries, 
with Policy CP19 operating a policy of general restraint in order to protect the 
countryside for its own sake. The only development in the Countryside will be 
that with a genuine and proven need for countryside location, such as 
farming, forestry, or other rural enterprises (see Policy CP6).

2.11 The only changes to the SPBs that took place within in the JCS were 
associated with the strategic allocation at Whitehill & Bordon. 

Housing and Employment Allocations (Site Allocations Plan)

2.12 The Housing and Employment Allocations (LPP2) primary purpose was to 
identify specific sites to meet the individual housing and employment targets 
set out in policies CP3 and CP10 of the JCS, and set out guidance for the 
development of these sites. 

2.13 These specific site allocations meet the residual requirements for the district 
relating to Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN), along with additional 
flexibility. For each site there is a policy setting out the criteria that subsequent 
planning applications will need to address. The boundaries of the allocated 
sites, which are greenfield sites beyond existing SPBs, were integrated into a 
revised SPB when the plan was adopted and shown on a supporting Policies 
Map. It must be noted that the housing allocations for Alton formed part of the 
Alton Neighbourhood Plan and no SPB revisions were made. However, 
employment allocations in Alton were part of the Site Allocations Plan and 
boundaries amended accordingly.

2.14 As part of LPP2, SPB changes were also made to include the Reserve 
Allocations that formed part of the Local Plan: Second Review. All but one of 
these allocations now has extant planning permission:
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 Land west of Church Centre, Silent Garden – Liphook
 Lowsley Farm – Liphook
 Land at Green Lane – Clanfield
 Redhill Road, Oakland House – Rowlands Castle
 North of Brislands Lane – Four Marks
 Havant Road – Horndean
 North of James Copse Road – Horndean (no planning permission)

2.15 It was also considered appropriate to make changes to the SPB at this time to 
include Keydell Nurseries in Horndean. This brownfield site was released for 
housing development by the Council in 2009. The changes also appear 
logical due to the existing permanent nature of the SPB to the east, the A3 to 
the west, the reserve allocation to the north and allocation to the south (the 
latter two allocations already requiring boundary amendments). A small 
amendment was also made in Four Marks where planning permission had 
been granted and related to allocations.

Neighbourhood Plans

2.16 Any reviews to SPBs must also have regard to any ‘made’ or emerging 
Neighbourhood Plans. Three neighbourhood plans have been made part of 
the development plan. They are: 

 Alton
 Bentley, and
 Medstead and Four Marks

2.17 Alton Neighbourhood Plan allocated sites for housing but did not explicitly 
adjust the SPBs. It also did not conduct a comprehensive boundary review of 
the settlement in its entirety. 

2.18 Four Marks and Medstead Neighbourhood Plan did not allocate housing sites 
but did conduct a partial boundary review and adjusted some SPBs, taking 
into account the majority of allocations made in the Site Allocations Plan. 
However, the site allocation at ‘Land rear of Junipers’ was taken out of the 
SPB, and the large application allowed at appeal for 75 dwellings at 20-38 
Lymington Bottom Road was also not included in the SPB. It unclear what 
methodology and principles were used for the revisions made to the SPB as 
part of the Neighbourhood Plan. 

2.19 The Bentley Neighbourhood Plan also did not include any allocations, but it 
also did not conduct an SPB review and no changes were made.

2.20 Future Neighbourhood Plans could potentially conduct a full boundary review. 
Therefore, it is essential that discussions take place with the relevant 
Neighbourhood Plan Groups to align the emerging methodology used for 
reviewing settlement policy boundaries. 
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2.21 If emerging Neighbourhood Plans do not conduct SPB reviews, then LPP3 will 
review the relevant boundaries in line with this methodology.  If further 
Neighbourhood Plans are prepared in the future and include site allocations 
for housing and/or employment and/or alterations to the Settlement Policy 
Boundaries, these neighbourhood plans will supersede the LPP3 for their 
respective designated areas.

Local Plan: Second Review

2.22 The Local Plan: Second Review was adopted in 2006. Although a number of 
policies have been superseded by the JCS; saved policies will remain extant 
until the adoption of LPP3. The actual settlement boundaries established in 
the Second Review have not changed (with the exceptions discussed in 
relation to LPP1 and LPP2). 

2.23 As part of the Local Plan: Second Review a methodology was devised to 
revise East Hampshire’s settlement boundaries. It established which 
settlements were the most sustainable, and increased the number of 
settlements (including the SDNP) with an SPB drawn around them from 14 to 
49, thereby offering further scope for development on previously developed 
land. Once these settlements were established an agreed criteria was used 
for drawing settlement boundaries within the District (Appendix B). 

2.24 Firstly, where settlements had a physical core, boundaries were drawn around 
the core to include all built up areas. Lines were drawn on the side of the built 
up area when following roads or other lines of communication to provide a 
consistent approach.

2.25 Open areas of land, such as public open space and school playing fields were 
excluded. A 25m rule was applied around school and utility buildings, as well 
as large residential gardens. Farm buildings, nurseries and market gardens 
on the periphery of built up areas were also excluded. 

2.26 Boundaries followed, where possible, natural boundaries and gaps in 
frontages were only included if they are suitable for infill development or could 
be protected by other policy designations. The council will use the settlement 
boundaries established within this Plan as the starting point for conducting the 
full review.
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3. Methodology

3.1 The concept of settlement boundaries is to draw a policy line which separates 
built-up areas (within which development is, in principle, acceptable), from the 
countryside (within which, with limited exceptions, development is not 
acceptable). The review will be based on the settlement boundaries that have 
previously been drawn following the criteria used during the Local Plan: 
Second Review (Appendix B) in 2006. 

3.2 There is a presumption in favour of development if land is within a settlement 
boundary and therefore land should only be included within the boundary if 
that is where development is considered acceptable in principle, subject to 
compliance with other policies. There is a judgement to be made as to 
whether other development or areas adjacent to but outside the current 
settlement policy area relates more to the built environment than to the 
surrounding countryside.

3.3 It is recommended that the review for settlement boundaries in East 
Hampshire (outside the SDNP) should follow a three stage process:

A) Desktop review

3.4 Using the original 2006 SPBs as a base, a desktop study of the mapped area 
should be undertaken to collect data on current land and built form, land-use, 
landscape character, woodland cover, field pattern and settlement pattern 
using GIS and aerial photographs. This insight will allow the landscape to be 
more easily surveyed in the field and gain a clearer understanding of the 
potential settlement boundary. Information from the monitoring of planning 
applications, allocations, permissions and developments will help inform the 
draft revised boundaries in line with the principles established below. It should 
also be noted that areas with local gaps should be looked at in unison with 
any potential SPB changes. 

B) Site Visits

3.5 Even with reasonably up to date aerial photos and street view technology, 
there are dangers of attempting a review solely as a desktop exercise. Site 
visits are important as they help with the consideration of the form and 
character of the settlement. 

3.6 Fieldwork will need to be undertaken to collect visual data relating to land and 
built form, land-use, vegetation, field boundaries and more perceptual aspects 
like scale, enclosure and visual unity. A decision can then be made on 
whether the boundary is urban or rural in form, has a degree of permanence, 
as well as understanding the condition of landscape features and elements 
that detract from the overall character of that area.
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3.7 The information derived from stages A) and B) can then be collated to identify 
a new settlement boundary or amendments to the existing boundary in draft 
form for each settlement. A written record should be produced for the 
proposed settlement boundary and changes made to maps where necessary. 
The transition between types of openness such as moving from garden to 
countryside may be hard to define; however, the processes identified within 
the principles set out below should help in judging the point where the 
characteristics of one are more dominant than another. The maps and written 
analysis, supported by photographs if necessary, will provide the evidence for 
the recommendations made.

C) Consultation

3.8 There have already been a number of informal consultations conducted in 
relation to reviewing SPBs. Since the adoption of the Local Plan: Second 
Review there have been requests made on an ad-hoc basis from a variety of 
stakeholders to make amendments to settlement boundaries. There was also 
an early six week consultation on LPP3 conducted from 4th April 2016 to 16th 
May 2016, which invited stakeholders to submit any changes that were 
considered appropriate to the District’s SPBs. All these responses have been 
stored by the Council in both electronic and paper format and will be 
assessed with greater scrutiny as part of the desktop review. 

3.9 The draft methodology along with an example(s) will be presented to 
Development Policy Panel in the form of a Report.  This Report, when 
published, will provide the opportunity for individuals to feedback.  Once the 
methodology is approved by DPP, work will continue on the drafting of the 
remainder of Settlement Policy Boundaries for all settlements identified in the 
JCS (outside the SDNP). Once completed, engagement will be carried out 
with the Part 3 Team, internal officers, DPP, Parish/Town Councils and 
Neighbourhood Planning Groups.  Further steps will need to be agreed 
regarding a more formal public consultation which could include workshops. 

3.10 Following advice and feedback from these initial consultations, a draft set of 
precise settlement policy boundaries will be contained within the formal 
Regulation 18 public consultation on Part 3 of the Local Plan that is due to 
commence in March 2018.

Principles for the review

3.11 Where the Spatial Strategy (JCS Policy CP2) identifies a settlement as being 
suitable for a settlement policy boundary then the main built up area of the 
settlement should be included in the boundary.  This paper establishes a set 
of principles that will be used when conducting the desktop review and 
includes site visits to examine and refine settlement boundaries to ensure 
each boundary has been examined in a consistent, fair and repeatable 
manner.
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3.12 This methodology provides guidance and transparency to developers and the 
public on how the local planning authority has approached the settlement 
boundary revision. In addition, it establishes a baseline methodology upon 
which future revisions of settlement boundaries can be undertaken, i.e. 
through subsequent Local Plans, Development Plan Documents and 
Neighbourhood Plans.

3.13 The boundary review has been established upon some central principles 
which guide the decision making process and which should be applied 
consistently across East Hampshire (outside of the SDNP). 

Principle 1

3.14 The boundary will be defined tightly around the built form of settlements 
and where possible will follow defined features such as walls, fences, 
hedgerows, roads, canals and woodland. 

3.15 Settlement Policy Boundaries should be logical and easily identifiable, 
normally following property boundaries. The more the boundary feature is 
prone to swift change over time (i.e. dynamic), the less useful it will be as a 
permanent settlement boundary. Therefore, manmade boundaries made out 
of durable materials are more likely to remain unchanged (i.e. more static) 
and are consequently more robust. For example, the inside line of an adopted 
road is likely to act as a more permanent feature than a hedgerow in a 
domestic garden. However, whilst a more permanent boundary is preferable 
to a less permanent one, this must be balanced against the relationship with 
the urban area.

3.16 * Where settlement boundaries run along roads, tracks or public rights of way, 
they have been drawn along the edge closest to the settlement. *

Principle 2

3.17 Settlement boundaries will include: 

a) Existing commitments i.e. unimplemented planning permissions and 
implemented permissions. 

b) The curtilages of buildings which are contained, closely relate to the 
character of the built form, have enclosing features, and are 
separated from the open countryside.

c) Planned allocations

i) New development allocations proposed in LPP1, LPP2 or any 
‘made’ Neighbourhood Plans

ii) Baseline and Reserve housing allocations identified in the 
Local Plan: Second Review 
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iii) Future allocations within emerging Neighbourhood Plans or any 
reviews to East Hampshire’s District Local Plan

d) Small scale development opportunities which would provide infill 
and rounding off opportunities that are physically, functionally and 
visually related to the existing urban area, taking account of any 
environmental development constraints.

Principle 3

3.18 Settlement boundaries will exclude: 

a) Open spaces, sports and recreational facilities which stand on the 
edge of the built form of settlements (existing or proposed). 

b) Isolated development which is physically or visually detached from 
the settlement. 

c) Sections of large curtilages of buildings (including gardens) which 
relate more to the character of the countryside than the built form. 
Where possible and to maintain continuity, exceptionally long 
gardens will follow the boundaries of adjacent properties with 
smaller curtilages. 

d) Agricultural farmsteads which stand on the edge of the built form of 
settlements

e) Affordable housing sites permitted on exception sites, including 
those exceptions sites that are allocated with LPP3.

f) Important gaps e.g. where a settlement is fragmented, the open gaps 
between developed areas should be retained.

g) Camping and caravanning sites (including Gypsy, Travellers and 
Travelling Showpeople pitches) except where in year round 
permanent residential use and related to existing built form.

h) Agriculture, forestry, nurseries, garden centres, equestrian 
development, minerals extraction, landfill, water features, public 
utilities (sewage treatment plants, substations).

Principle 4

3.19 Settlement boundaries do not need to be continuous. 

3.20 It may be appropriate given the nature and form of a settlement to define two 
or more separate elements. These detached areas of a settlement may have 
boundaries drawn around them, where they:
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 Have a density of 30 dwellings per hectare or more (after deduction of 
any long narrow rear gardens). Clusters of low density villa style 
housing or of detached houses with sizeable side or front gardens will 
not be given settlement boundaries 

 Comprise a continuous block of curtilages, of buildings which are in 
close proximity to one another, without large residential plots, 
landscaping or other open space breaking up the area (though they 
may be separated by roads) 

 Include at least twenty dwellings, and 
 Are situated within 150m of the main part of the settlement, are visually 

related to the main part of the settlement and do not have any identity 
as a separate settlement or hamlet. 

3.21 Where boundaries are drawn around detached parts of settlements, this will 
not have any implications for land lying outside the boundary between the 
main part of the settlement and the detached part. 

Anomalies 

3.22 There will be occasions where, for example, a development that has not 
required planning permission has led to a domestic extension extending 
beyond the existing boundary and, consequently, the boundary now passes 
through a house. There may also be cases where mistakes were made when 
the original settlement boundary was established or where the explanation for 
their exclusion or inclusion within the settlement boundary is unclear when the 
situation is examined on the ground. These cases clearly need to be rectified. 
A decision in such cases can only be made following an assessment on a 
case by case basis. The decision to include or exclude must be clearly noted 
and justified in the assessment for that specific settlement. 
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Appendix A

Review of settlement boundaries

The next section of this paper sets out the review of the settlement boundaries on a 
settlement by settlement basis. For each settlement there is a map showing the 
existing boundary which is annotated to show where changes are proposed. These 
maps are accompanied by a table for each settlement which provides detail on how 
and why recommendations relating to the boundaries were made.

Settlement
Location / 
Description

Criteria / 
Principle

Consideration / 
Recommendation

Action Evidence
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Appendix B

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review (2006)

Criteria for Drawing Settlement Policy Boundaries

Settlement Policy Boundaries (SPBs) have been drawn in accordance with the 
criteria agreed by the Council’s Local Plan Sub-Committee in March 1999.  The use 
of agreed criteria enables a consistent approach to be taken when identifying SPBs 
for all settlements within the District.

PPG3: Housing (Annex C) describes previously developed land as that which is or 
was covered by a permanent structure including the curtilage of the development. 
This can include gardens which, where appropriate, have been included within the 
SPB. 

There are circumstances where it would be unacceptable to include the whole area 
of the curtilage within the SPB including where gardens merge with the wider 
countryside and where there is no clear break. In such cases tight boundaries have 
been drawn (25m from the rear of the existing property). 

Including land within the SPB does not determine its future use. Development will be 
generally allowed in the SPB subject to satisfying the other policies in the plan which 
may preclude development on particular areas of land within the SPB.

Criteria 

All the selected settlements were assessed against the set of criteria listed below. 
References to Policies in these criteria relate to the existing policies of the First 
Review Plan.  

1. Does the settlement have an actual physical core that is easily perceived? If so, 
draw the SPB around that core and include all its built up area which is within 
walking distance of the facilities within the settlement. If there is no perceived core 
then there is a need to consider its appropriateness for a SPB. 

2. Do not consider possible allocations and how they can be incorporated within the 
boundary. Identification of sites will be undertaken as a separate exercise.

3.  Always draw lines on the side of the built up area when following roads or other 
lines of communication to provide a consistent approach.

4. Exclude open areas of land (public open space, school playing fields) on the 
edges of settlements unless appropriate for general development. Operational 
development in relation to schools and public utilities can be exceptions to policy 
(see PS1). Draw boundary using 25 metre rule (see criteria 7) around school and 
utility buildings; include hardstandings as they are built development.

5.  Schools or other institutional land surrounded by the built up area should be 
included.
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6. Boundaries should, where possible, follow natural boundaries.

7. Include large gardens, where appropriate. This makes the best use of land within 
built up areas. Use H4, GS5, ENV7 and Village Design Statements to protect 
important spaces from development. Where large gardens extend out into open 
areas beyond the built up area, consider appropriateness for redevelopment, if not 
appropriate then measure 25 metre from rear of buildings and draw line parallel to 
building. Use same considerations where boundaries vary in length, i.e. if 
appropriate for development follow natural boundaries where possible, if not, use 
most appropriate boundary features and if not appropriate for development then use 
25 metre line. A 25 metres line will restrict backland development.

8. Exclude farm buildings, nurseries, market gardens on the periphery of built up 
areas, to protect this important resource from re-development and stop development 
spreading into the countryside. If completely within built up areas, then include all but 
protect through the best & most versatile agricultural land policy. 

9. Only include gaps in frontages where they are suitable for infilling or can be fully 
protected by other policy designations.

10. Residential caravan sites completely within built up areas should be included but 
protected by H17 designation. Any outside or on the periphery of built up areas 
should be excluded to protect these affordable homes from redevelopment and 
excessive extension. 


